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Voidfall Galactic Box upgraded components
The Galactic Box has some components that are upgraded compared 
to the Retail edition of the game. These upgrades are strictly quality 
of life and never affect the rules of the game in any way. Here you will 
find instructions for their assembly. 

It’s important to note that these components look different from 
their Retail edition counterparts. The instruction and figures will 
show the Retail version of these components in the Rulebook and 
Compendium. We’ll explain the differences below, so you can always 
identify them easily.

MODULAR HOUSE BOARDS

A triple-layered House board is added to the game in each player color. 

During setup, when you select a House mat, simply take the House 
board of your color as well, and slide the mat inside from the right.

This House board is functionally identical to the House mat that is 
slid inside it. Whenever the rules refer to a House mat, you should 
always consider the House board that you have assembled. The figures 
in the Rulebook will also show the mat and never the board.

FLEET TYPE MINIATURES

Plastic Fleet stands and Fleet type miniatures are replacing their cardboard 
Fleet token counterparts. There are 6 Fleet types that are replaced: the 
Corvette, Sentry, Destroyer, Carrier, Dreadnought, and Voidborn Fleet.

During setup, take the Fleet type miniatures, and place them on top 
of their Fleet stands. These together will have the same function as 
the cardboard Fleet tokens. Note that there are fewer stands than 
miniatures, and it is our intention that you assemble the miniatures 
as needed during your game session.

Whenever the rules refer to a Fleet token or a Fleet and the images 
show a flat cardboard component, always consider the assembled 
Fleet type miniatures and Fleet stands instead.

TECHNOLOGY TABLEAU AND AGENDA OFFER TRAYS
The Technology tableau and the Agenda offer can be arranged 
neatly into their seperate trays, with the Agenda board fitting to 
be inserted in the middle of the Agenda offer tray as shown below. 
During gameplay, you might want to read and compare the available 
Technologies and Agendas. Instead of taking the cards one at a time 
in your hand to read, you can grab the entire tray.

VOIDBORN MINIATURES AND METAL TOKENS

The cardboard Voidstorm and Harbinger tokens are replaced by 
miniatures in the Galactic Box. Whenever the rules refer to a Voidstorm 
token or Harbinger token and the images show a cardboard component, 
always instead consider the Voidstorm miniatures or Harbinger 
miniatures, respectively. The cardboard Trade Tokens and Turn Order 
markers are replaced with metal versions in the Galactic Box.
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Voidfall Galactic Box Tray overview
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